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Grab this cute funny There Is Good In Everyday Inspiration Quote as a gift for your daughter, son, brother, sister, girlfriend,
boyfriend, wife, husband, dad, mom, aunt, uncle, grandma or grandpa who loves cool sayings Usage: Gratitude Journal 5 Minute
Journal Affirmation Journal Mindfulness Journal Happiness, Positivity, Mood Journal Prayer Journal Writing, Poetry Journal Travel
Journal Work, Goal Journal Daily Planner Dream Journal Yoga, Fitness, Weight Loss Journal Recipe, Food Journal Password
Journal Art Journal Log Book Diary Features: 6 x 9 page size 120 pages College Ruled Wine Review Pages Cream/Ivory color
Black paper Soft cover / paperback Matte finish cover
The perfect notebook! Use it as a diary, journal, notebook, makes a great gift! 6x9 inches, perfect size. Matte cover with no spiral.
High quality cream paper.
Be Fearless Be Strong Be You Positive Message Quote: 100 Lined Journal Pages Planner Diary NotebookPerfect for taking
notes, agendas, to-do lists, brainstorming, or as a diary. 100 lined matte pages to create your way to an amazing day! Just the
right size to take on the go. Makes a wonderful gift! Size: 6 x 9 inches
"Fearless" is the narrative of a most uncommon and astonishing life-- where even as a teenager Julie Blacklow displayed qualities
that marked her as a natural for reporting. Courage, tenacity, and a willingness to get in anyone's face if it served her mission to
help people were in her DNA. Her intolerance of injustice made her especially popular--or unpopular--depending on which side of
the fence you sat. Among the first women in television news in America, at KING-TV in Seattle, after more than 40 years she
changed careers and returned to what she loved most as a child-- horses, becoming manager of a horse ranch. She has survived
a dramatic television career, cancer, and dozens of extreme highs and lows and tells us about all of it in her unforgettable
memoir.--Publisher.
This Notebook features 100 Ruled pages or lined Paper inside for writing notes.It's size is convenient to carry with you, anywhere
you go. This Unique and Funny Journal Notebook is sure to please and make the perfect Christmas, Thanksgiving or birthday
present for men or women.Product Details:109 Pages 6x9 Inches Black & White Interior With White Paper.No Bleed.Matte
Paperback Cover.
Cute blank lined journal with beautiful cover and motivational quot Perfect to write in, for journaling or to use as a diary Matte cover
6" x 9" Makes a perfect inspirational and motivational Christmas, birthday or graduation gift for women, mom and girls.
Do you want to stay motivated even when you're not playing sports at the time?Get yourself a notebook with your favorite sport on
the cover!Perfect for athletes or those who want to take their chances in sports!Ideal for adults, teenagers and kids!It can be used
for writing or as a gift.Check out our other notebooks! Specifications: Cover Finish: Matte Dimensions: 8.5" x 11" Interior: College
Ruled, White Paper Pages: 110
This notebook gives you 150 dot grid pages. If you are used to Bullet Journaling you will love it. Use it for writing your thoughts,
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releasing emotions and pain and working through difficult situations. There is always hope. A convenient 6x9 size is easily portable
and fits into bags easily.
They say there is gold at the end of a rainbow. There is also gold in the words that you have to say, the doodles you have to draw
and the notes you need to take. This lined journal/diary gives you 150 pages of white paper with rainbows at the bottom of each
page. Rainbows are a symbol of hope. Let this journal/diary be your symbol of hope along your journey
Join Felipe and his Dalmatian, Willy, as they fight fires, teach fire safety to children, and even rescue a cat named Silly!
I Am Fearless I Am Strong I Am Blessed Inspirational: 100 Lined Journal Pages Planner Diary NotebookPerfect for taking notes,
agendas, to-do lists, brainstorming, or as a diary. 100 lined matte pages to create your way to an amazing day! Just the right size
to take on the go. Makes a wonderful gift! Size: 6 x 9 inches
Chronicles the life of Navy SEAL Team Six operator Adam Brown, a man whose heroism and devotion still stand as a beacon to
his friends and family, even after his death in the Afghan Hindu Kush mountains in 2010.
Ages 6-11; A first person diary of a firefighter relating his day-to-day adventures in rescue and other exciting work. Contains a glossary to
help children learn new words and an additional resource listing to encourage children to continue reading about this kind of hero! 48 pages.
Cute Fearless Journal A beautifully designed journal, for yourself or a friend to write down thoughts and notes. Great gift for those in need of
a planner for personal use, work or school. Product Details: Glossy Cover Wide Ruled Pages 150 Pages Journal 6.69 x 9.61 inches (16.99 x
24.4 cm) Perfect present for moms, daughters, fathers, sons, family or friends for their Birthday or for Christmas. Make sure to look at our
other products for other Journal ideas.
Designed for every chess player, game of chess lover, fan and addict who has a good sense of humor. You will get surrounded by like
minded people and make them smile. ORDER NOW, grab few for your friends and checkmate! A gift with a great Chess design makes a
special gift for your love, friend or a coworker who loves to play Chess every day! This chess themed product is the perfect accent for a
gaming party or make a great gift for your favorite chess lover.
Take your rightful place in the driver’s seat of your own life and career through the focused and fearless strategies that only highly respected,
incredibly successful luxury fashion mogul and social activist Rebecca Minkoff could lay out in these pages. Rebecca Minkoff built a fashion
empire through hard work and a relentless drive to live her dream. It wasn’t easy and took tremendous resolve to remain hungry and
persevere. By never giving up, she has created a space for herself on the shelves of luxury department stores across the world. From
Rebecca’s experience, readers will learn how to: Take on challenges they initially didn’t know how to complete, using Rebecca’s fearless
approach to push themselves to meet each and every one. Overcome the fear and trials female entrepreneurs often face. Break the rules and
find success in places they previously thought to be inaccessible. Reach their goals, no matter how unattainable they may seem. In this book,
Rebecca shares her own stories and teaches readers how she was able to reach her goals to become the successful fashion designer she is
today. She shows that if you remain hungry, work hard, and face the unspoken rules that have held women back for centuries, you can make
success happen for yourself.
I am strong I am kind I am beautiful I am smart I am important I am fearless I am amazing Positive Motivation Notebooks creates mainly highquality notebooks which inspire and gives motivation for our customers , our products also can be useful as a diary. Besides our products
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may be a place to keep your daily to-do lists, shopping and grocery lists etc. You can keep notes , write down your thoughts and important
things such as date of meeting or essential exam , and much more! . Our notebooks cover contain flowers composition , mountain and water
landscape , and inspiring photos . Every product has a different unique message, motivational quotes ,and design. Little journal notebook to
write in , for inspire writing , for creation of lists , for Scheduling . For Organizing and Recording your way of thinking and thoughts. Makes an
excellent gift idea for birthdays, Christmas Time , promotion , graduation or any special occasion. -Greatly well-made sized at 6x 9 -110 page
-Softcover bookbinding -Flexible paperback
Blank lined journal with a motivational inspirational quote on the cover. Great for writing, journaling, organizing, planning, or to use as a diary.
Makes a great gift for your boss at the office or a co-worker colleague. Get motivated with this inspirational quote cover and keep working
hard to achieve your goals. Features: 110 pages 6" x 9" Premium matte finish cover Motivational quote

This is an incredible true story of two 18 year olds at war. The words are direct from my diary which I wrote in almost
daily whilst at war, telling an emotionally charged and brutally honest view of an 18 year old in conflict, expressing fear,
excitement and terror. It leads into my decline from a local hero to embarrassment as I quickly sank into the dark space
of PTSD, anxiety and depression and how it affected me and my family.I was born in December 1963 and HMS Fearless
was launched in December 1963. She became the ship in which I first went to war in 1982 as a young Royal Navy
Communicator. Our lives were linked inexplicably up to and including 1982. Having both been 'born' in the same month
and year, I was in Aden during the Aden Insurgency as a child in 1967 where my father was serving in the Royal Artillery.
There Fearless carried out her first operational role evacuating troops off the coast of Aden. Becoming my first ship in the
Royal Navy in 1981, we sailed to war together in 1982. From that intense experience she brought me safely (physically
not mentally) back home.I am now a Hypnotherapist, Life Coach and Public Speaker putting my negative experiences
into a positive outcome to support myself and others to transform their lives.
This Inspirational Trendy journal is Perfect for taking notes, Journaling your daily thoughts, goals, and dreams, recipes,
sketching, writing, organizing, doodling, lists and brainstorming. It can be anything you want it to be. Jot down thoughts
as you travel or write your to-do lists. Make it a recipe book or your daily planner. Use pencils, pens or markers to write,
doodle, and draw to create your own personalized journal. The possibilities are endless thanks to the wide lined pages.
The Journal notebook is perfectly sized for Office or home; easily tucks into a backpack or Tote. Inspirational Journal
Features: 120 lined white pages Modern and Trendy design layout Professionally designed matte softbound cover A
perfect 6" x 9" spacious size
Only $6.99! Perfect Journal, Diary, Notebook - Amazing design and high quality cover and paper. - Matte Cover. - Perfect
size 6x9" - No Spiral - Use it as a journal, note taking, composition notebook, makes a great gift!
This Blank College Ruled Notebook is for writing, doodling, sketching, memos, notes and more! write stories about life,
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friends, family, school life, extracurricular activities. Use this book as a personal journal or diary. Size: 6' x 9', Interior
style: College Ruled Lines, Cover: Soft, Number Of Pages: 120 (60 sheets) Paper Color: White. Purchase for yourself or
a loved one today!
Fearless Diary, 100 page Journal
Grab this cute funny The Distance Between Your Dreams And Reality Is Called Action Motivation Quote as a gift for your
daughter, son, brother, sister, girlfriend, boyfriend, wife, husband, dad, mom, aunt, uncle, grandma or grandpa who loves
cool sayings Usage: Gratitude Journal 5 Minute Journal Affirmation Journal Mindfulness Journal Happiness, Positivity,
Mood Journal Prayer Journal Writing, Poetry Journal Travel Journal Work, Goal Journal Daily Planner Dream Journal
Yoga, Fitness, Weight Loss Journal Recipe, Food Journal Password Journal Art Journal Log Book Diary Features: 6 x 9
page size 120 pages College Ruled Wine Review Pages Cream/Ivory color Black paper Soft cover / paperback Matte
finish cover
This cool quote 36th Birthday Gift Journal / Diary / Notebook is an IDEAL gift idea! It is 6 x 9 inches in size with 110 blank
lined pages with a Floral theme for writing down thoughts, notes, ideas, or even sketching.
Daily Notebook Write all your notes and ideas into this notebook featuring the inspirational quote Use as a notebook,
journal, composition book or diary. - SIZE: 6" x 9." - PAPER: Lined Paper: 160 Pages.
This cool quote 44th Birthday Gift Journal / Diary / Notebook is an IDEAL gift idea! It is 6 x 9 inches in size with 110 blank
lined pages with a Floral theme for writing down thoughts, notes, ideas, or even sketching.
Like the instant classic The Last American Man, Fearless is the story of a remarkable individual who accepts no personal
limits—including fear. Freya Hoffmeister, a forty-six-year-old former sky diver, gymnast, marksman, and Miss Germany
contestant, left her twelve-year-old son behind to paddle alone and unsupported around Australia—a year-long adventure
that virtually every expert guaranteed would get her killed. She planned not only to survive the 9,420-mile trip through
huge, shark-infested seas, but to do it faster than the only other paddler who did it. As journalist and expert kayaker Joe
Glickman details the voyage of this Teutonic force of nature, he captures interminable days on the water and nights
camped out on deserted islands; hair-raising encounters with crocs and great white sharks; and the daring 300-mile openocean crossing that shaved three weeks off her trip. For 332 days Glickman followed Freya’s journey on her blog—along
with a far-flung audience of awestruck, even lovesick, groupies—as she took on one terrifying ordeal after the next. In the
end, he says, “her vanity and pigheadedness paled next to her nearly superhuman ability to master fear and persevere.”
The greatest weapon against a serial killer? A girl with no fear. Gaia Moore isn't like anyone else in the world. She's
trained in ten different martial arts. She has a sharp mind, and an even sharper tongue. As a teenager she cut class to
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bust gang members and drug dealers on the streets of New York City. And now Gaia's been recruited to join the world's
leading crime-fighting organization. At FBI training camp in Quantico, Gaia will become a part of an unparalleled team.
She'll learn the strict codes and procedures of the FBI. She'll be pushed to her body and mind's utmost limits. She'll learn
how to hunt serial killers. And she will catch one.
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